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(Log #1)
902-1 - (Entire Document):  Reject
SUBMITTER:  Leslie L. Wedge , Redford Twp., MI
COMMENT ON PROPOSAL NO:  902-2
RECOMMENDATION:  I request the committee reconsider the
proposed withdrawal of NFPA 902 and consider a complete rewrite
to be in harmony with the NFIRS 5.0 system which is becoming the
most widely used reporting system nationwide.
SUBSTANTIATION:  The Redford Township Fire Prevention
Division has been using the Guide since 1992 to enhance
information availability for a number of areas to our line
firefighters.  There is no other system (guide) available to my
knowledge which provides the amount of information to the
fireground, or to assist in the completion of fire incident reports.
Withdrawal of this guide will hinder the availability process for our
firefighters.
COMMITTEE ACTION:  Reject.
COMMITTEE STATEMENT:  The committee is pleased to learn
that the submitter is using these documents and finding the
collected information that is available to the fire fighters a useful
tool. The forms initially were developed to provide suggested data
elements that fire departments might find useful. The withdrawal of
the documents should not deter fire departments from continuing
to use the forms as is or to modify them to meet local data
collection needs.  Therefore, the committee reaffirms its earlier
proposal to withdraw the document. No other comments
requesting retention of the document were received by the
committee.
  Many fire departments have data systems of varying sophistication,
some as stand alone incident reporting systems, property survey
systems, or fire inspection systems; some as integrated data bases
that provide not only the fire department but other community
agencies with information.  The committee feels that information
needs vary from fire department to fire department and that the
committee can best serve the fire service and fire protection
community by maintaining the classification system for data so that
people who want a standardized means of classifying data can do
so in a way that the data can be easily shared.  As stated in the
committee substantiation for withdrawal, the committee is
beginning work on a document that describes and shows the
relationship between data elements in an information system. The
committee feels such a document will help fire departments and
others do the analysis necessary to determine the data that needs to
be collected for specific applications within their community and
how it will be analyzed and used.  It is expected that examples from
the current NFPA 902, NFPA 903 and NFPA 904 may be used to
show relationships between data in both pre-incident and post
incident analysis.  However, the committee feels that its role in
today's age of technology is not to be designing paper forms which
lack the flexibility of adaptation to local needs.

___________________

NFPA 903
(Log #1)

903-1- (Entire Document):  Reject
SUBMITTER:  Leslie L. Wedge , Redford Twp., MI
COMMENT ON PROPOSAL NO:  903-1
RECOMMENDATION:  I request the committee reconsider the
proposed withdrawal of NFPA 903 and consider a complete rewrite
to be in harmony with the NFIRS 5.0 system which is becoming the
most widely used reporting system nationwide.
SUBSTANTIATION:  The Redford Township Fire Prevention
Division has been using this Guide since 1992 to enhance
information availability for a number of areas to our line
firefighters.  NFPA 903 has also been helpful to our assessors office
when large facility or multi-tennant occupancies are considered.
This will be lost with the withdrawal of these guides.  There is no
other system (guide) available to my knowledge which provides the
amount of information to the fireground, or to assist in the
completion of fire incident reports.  Withdrawal of this guide will
hinder the availability process for our firefighters.
COMMITTEE ACTION:  Reject.
COMMITTEE STATEMENT:  The committee is pleased to learn
that the submitter is using these documents and finding the
collected information that is available to the fire fighters a useful
tool. The forms initially were developed to provide suggested data
elements that fire departments might find useful. The withdrawal of
the documents should not deter fire departments from continuing
to use the forms as is or to modify them to meet local data
collection needs.  Therefore, the committee reaffirms its earlier
proposal to withdraw the document. No other comments

requesting retention of the document were received by the
committee.
  Many fire departments have data systems of varying sophistication,
some as stand alone incident reporting systems, property survey
systems, or fire inspection systems; some as integrated data bases
that provide not only the fire department but other community
agencies with information.  The committee feels that information
needs vary from fire department to fire department and that the
committee can best serve the fire service and fire protection
community by maintaining the classification system for data so that
people who want a standardized means of classifying data can do
so in a way that the data can be easily shared.  As stated in the
committee substantiation for withdrawal, the committee is
beginning work on a document that describes and shows the
relationship between data elements in an information system. The
committee feels such a document will help fire departments and
others do the analysis necessary to determine the data that needs to
be collected for specific applications within their community and
how it will be analyzed and used.  It is expected that examples from
the current NFPA 902, NFPA 903 and NFPA 904 may be used to
show relationships between data in both pre-incident and post
incident analysis.  However, the committee feels that its role in
today's age of technology is not to be designing paper forms which
lack the flexibility of adaptation to local needs.

___________________

NFPA 904
(Log #1)

904-1 - (Entire Document):  Reject
SUBMITTER:  Leslie L. Wedge , Redford Twp., MI
COMMENT ON PROPOSAL NO:  904-1
RECOMMENDATION:  I request the committee reconsider the
proposed withdrawal of NFPA 904 and consider a complete rewrite
to be in harmony with the NFIRS 5.0 system which is becoming the
most widely used reporting system nationwide.
SUBSTANTIATION:  The Redford Township Fire Prevention
Division has been using this Guide since 1992 to enhance
information availability for a number of areas to our line
firefighters.  There is no other system (guide) available to my
knowledge which provides the amount of information to the
fireground, or to assist in the completion of fire incident reports.
Withdrawal of this guide will hinder the availability process for our
firefighters.
COMMITTEE ACTION:  Reject.
COMMITTEE STATEMENT:  The committee is pleased to learn
that the submitter is using these documents and finding the
collected information that is available to the fire fighters a useful
tool. The forms initially were developed to provide suggested data
elements that fire departments might find useful. The withdrawal of
the documents should not deter fire departments from continuing
to use the forms as is or to modify them to meet local data
collection needs.  Therefore, the committee reaffirms its earlier
proposal to withdraw the document. No other comments
requesting retention of the document were received by the
committee.
  Many fire departments have data systems of varying sophistication,
some as stand alone incident reporting systems, property survey
systems, or fire inspection systems; some as integrated data bases
that provide not only the fire department but other community
agencies with information.  The committee feels that information
needs vary from fire department to fire department and that the
committee can best serve the fire service and fire protection
community by maintaining the classification system for data so that
people who want a standardized means of classifying data can do
so in a way that the data can be easily shared.  As stated in the
committee substantiation for withdrawal, the committee is
beginning work on a document that describes and shows the
relationship between data elements in an information system. The
committee feels such a document will help fire departments and
others do the analysis necessary to determine the data that needs to
be collected for specific applications within their community and
how it will be analyzed and used.  It is expected that examples from
the current NFPA 902, NFPA 903 and NFPA 904 may be used to
show relationships between data in both pre-incident and post
incident analysis.  However, the committee feels that its role in
today's age of technology is not to be designing paper forms which
lack the flexibility of adaptation to local needs.

___________________


